Abstract. The paper develops efficient and general stochastic approximation (SA) 
1. Introduction. The paper is concerned with efficient and general stochastic approximation (SA) methods for parametrized systems of either continuous or disctrete event dynamical systems that are of interest over a long time period. For example, one might wish to optimize or improve the stationary (or average cost per unit time) performance by adjusting the systems parameters. The number of applications and the associated literature are increasing at a rapid rate. Although the motivation and examples come from an interest in this infinite-horizon problem, the techniques and results are of general applicability in SA. Basic techniques for such problems have appeared in [2, 22, 27] . These techniques are still fundamental for applications to to the general problems of current interest. Exploiting their full potential can greatly simplify and extend much current work. We present a full development of the basic ideas in [22, 27] and related works in a more general context, with the particular goal of illustrating their breadth as well as the relative ease of using them in particular applications.
To fix ideas, let denote an adjustable parameter of a dynamical system and x(-, 0) the associated system state process. by the dynamic adjustment of the parameter , using estimates of the derivatives made from measurements of the sample path. Indeed, much of the recent interest in SA methods has been motivated by the increasing availability of good estimators of the derivatives of objects such as CT(,x(O)), say, of the infinitesimal perturbation analysis (IPA) or related types [13, 14, 18, 34, 42, 45] or of the mean square derivative type [5] . With en a step-size parameter and 9, the nth estimate of the parameter, the basic SA algorithm is n+l n "+-enYn, where Yn is the measurement used for the current update. One is concerned with the asymptotic properties of the sequence gn. The ordinary differential equations (ODE) method shows that the asymptotic proper.ties can be characterized in terms of the limit properties of the solution to an ODE t? g(t?), where, loosely speaking, g(t?) is the stationary mean value of Yn given that the parameter value is always fixed at .T hus the individual Yn themselves need not be (asymptotically) unbiased estimators of the gradient at the current parameter values. The fact that the estimators are taken over a finite time interval but one actually wishes to use them effectively for the infinite-time problem has led to various ad hoc approaches, often driven by the proof technique. One technique was to let the successive estimation intervals go to infinity. It will appear from the results in 3-5 (a direct consequence of the results in [22, 27] ) that to get the desired limit result one generally need not reinitialize the estimator periodically nor let the intervals go to infinity. One basically does what is more natural: keep the successive updating time intervals bounded and appropriately update the estimator without "reinitializing" it. The proofs of such results are the essence of the "local averaging" intuition in the ODE method, initiated by Ljung [33] , although the techniques used here are quite different.
The paper is not concerned with optimization per se but rather with getting the appropriate ODE for the SA algorithm of interest and in showing the great flexibility in the algorithms that one can use and analyze. For the optimization problem, one generally needs to show that the solution of the ODE converges to the desired point, and this requires a closer look at the right-hand side of the ODE. In some cases, this involves showing that the right side of the ODE is the negative of the gradient of a desired cost function with a particular structure. Indeed, in 7 and 8, we show that the right side is indeed the negative of the gradient of the desired ergodic cost. But in any application, one needs first to characterize the correct ODE and then to analyze the limits of its solutions. The latter job is highly problem dependent.
One can try to prove that the convergence either is with probability one (w.p. 1) or is in a weak (or generalized distributional) sense. Our framework for getting the asymptotic properties is that of weak convergence. This allows the use of what might be the simplest mathematical techniques and conditions. For example, for the SA with decreasing step sizes 0 < en --+ 0 satisfying en cx, no additional conditions need be imposed on the en. Conditions of the often used type [2] eln + < x for some a > 0 are not needed. The sequence of estimators need only be uniformly integrable, and no additional moment conditions are needed. The weak convergence technique correctly identifies the places where the process spends either almost all or all of its (asymptotic) time, and gives us a fairly complete stability structure of the algorithm.
For the decreasing step-size algorithms, the difference between the probabilityone and the weak convergence results is not as great as what one might at first suppose. Indeed, known results show that under quite weak additional conditions, probability one convergence follows directly from the weak convergence results, and we now comment loosely on this. Suppose that the ODE is locally asymptotically stable about a point 0* with open domain of attraction F. The ODE method associated with the weak convergence approach quite generally allows us to show that some such set F is entered infinitely often. Then, under very weak conditions, one can appeal to existing applications of large deviations methods to SA's to get probability one convergence. This idea is fully developed in [9] . Among other things, it is shown in this reference that one gets probability one convergence with the only additional requirement on the step-size sequence en is that it satisfy for each i > 0. That is, we need only that en < cn/logn, where c -0. The conditions on the noise process in [9] are satisfied by the usual processes that are not too "heavily tailed," and for such processes these probability one convergence results might be about the best now available. The main point is that once the weak convergence results are available, probability one results follow directly from existing works under broad conditions, and the basic weak convergence techniques are very much simpler than those required for probability-one convergence.
It is worth noting that in applications, probability-one results might be of illusory advantage over weak convergence results. The algorithms generally have stopping rules and, when these are applied, one generally has only probabilistic or distributional information about the last iterate.
We are also concerned with constant step size cases where one can only use weak (and not w.p.1) convergence ideas. Indeed, in problems of tracking time-varying systems one must use constant step sizes. In adaptive problems in communication theory and signal processing, constant step sizes are the common practice. Even if the problem is such that decreasing step sizes can be used, one often lets them be constant due to robustness considerations. Indeed, in practice one often prefers algorithms which get to a neighborhood of the desired point quickly, and this argues for a constant step size.
The development in the paper requires only some of the elementary concepts from the theory of weak convergence. These are reviewed in 2. Perhaps the only required nonelementary fact concerns the use in Theorem 3.1 of random variables which are measure valued. Our application of this concept is straightforward, since for our purposes the important facts concerning such random variables are determined by their mean values and will be implied by the conditions imposed on the "noise" terms. The concept of measure-valued random variables allows us to deal more easily than in the past with unbounded noise. The basic result of the paper is Theorem 3.1. It is basic in that it lays out the fundamental ideas of the averaging method, and most subsequent results can be derived by mild modifications of the technique of that theorem. The theorem is for the constant-step-size case. But, as seen in 4, the case where en 0 differs only in the way certain terms are grouped in the proof. In Theorem 3.1, we have tried to use conditions that are fairly general. Since one's imagination in constructing algorithms is endless, no set of conditions is "completely general." But it will be seen that the conditions used are quite minimal, and allow the few basic ideas to be exposed. The first basic idea is to repose the problem as a "martingale problem," which allows us to replace the noise terms by appropriate conditional expectations given the past, and greatly facilitates the averaging. Then we are confronted by the fact that the property is common to numerous applications, as seen in 6-9. In general, updating at regenerative intervals, even if the process has a regenerative structure, is not needed and might not even be a good idea. More will be said about this later. It is certainly inadvisable when the regenerative periods are very long. In 4, we make the few necessary changes when the step sizes n go to zero.
Section 5 gives the simple alterations when the iterate is to be confined to some constraint set. It was noted in [25] and elsewhere subsequently that the ODE for the constrained problem follows directly from that for the unconstrained problem by use of a simple decomposition of the iterate into the sum of the unprojected value plus an "error." The "error" is easy to treat since it is what brings an infeasible point back to the constraint set. The unprojected values are treated as for the unconstrained algorithm. So, under appropriate conditions on the constraint set, the constrained problems are easy extensions of the unconstrained problem. Section 6 formally introduces the application of Theorem 3.1 and its extensions for use on systems whose performance function involves a stationary average. The basic heuristic illustration is for a system where an IPA-or mean square derivativetype estimator might be used and we wish to minimize a stationary cost. The right side of the limit ODE is the negative of the derivative of the stationary cost with respect to the adjustable parameter. All of this is a consequence of the basic theorem.
Many authors [6, 7, 16, 32, 34, 45] consider finite-horizon gradient estimators. They reset the estimation (reset the accumulator, to use current jargon) at the start of each observation interval, whose length becomes large as n --. x. It will be seen that quite often one does not need to let the observation intervals become large nor to reset the estimator. Indeed, these latter techniques are frequently adopted just because it is under those conditions that the authors have proved their convergence results.
To illustrate the basic simplicity and power of the approach, in Although the essential ideas are all in Theorem 3.1, the paper is long because we wish to show the great flexibility of the ideas and how to extend them effectively in the many possible (not entirely obvious) directions which are of increasing current interest and to properly illustrate their practical use via concrete applications to important problems.
We note that the convergence can generally be accelerated using the iterate averaging methods initiated by Polyak and discussed in [29, 36, 46, [22, 27] ) by the use of random variables which are measure valued. The concept will be used in a rather simple way and all that we need to know will now be stated.
Let P(S) denote the set of probability measures over the Borel subsets of S. Generally, B will measure "all the information" which is used to get the {Y, < n}.
Suppose that {Y,, n < cx, > 0} is uniformly integrable.
Suppose that there is a process {, n < c} which takes values in some CSMS and measurable functions G(.) such that we can write (3.3) /" Gn(n, n)" Assume that (3.4) the set {, 0, e > 0, n < cz} is tight.
Tightness of {, e > 0, n < cx} holds if a projection algorithm is used (5 There is a continuous g(.) such that for each 9 and initial condition 0(O)
Define the continuous parameter interpolation 0(.) by 0(t) 0 for t E [He, He + e), n >_ 0. For t < 0, set 0(t) .
THEOREM 3.1. Assume the conditions (3.2)-(3.11). Each subsequence of {O(qe+ ), e > 0} has a further subsequence which converges weakly to a bounded solution (.) o (3.12) g (9) on [0, cx) if q 0 and on (-cx, cx)) if eq cx. Also, g(.) is a continuous function of O.
Remark. We note that in current applications it is often the case that the P and the G do not depend on either e or n. See the examples in 6-8. A way of avoiding the Markovianization is described in Appendix 1. Condition (3.11b) is often much easier to check than is uniqueness of the invariant measure. In typical examples where one uses some sort of weak sense derivative or an IPA-type estimator, it is equivalent to the asymptotic consistency of the estimator under fixed , as will be seen in the examples in 6-8. This is a minimal condition. The ability to use such a condition is basically a consequence of the "martingale problem" formulation used in the proof.
it is exploited in the use of conditional expectations in the expressions from (3.17) on.
The basic idea in the proof is to first replace the Y by its conditional expectation, given the past. Then use a piecewise constant approximation to the state process, and finally exploit this last approximation via an ergodic condition. The type of continuity and uniform integrability conditions required seem rather weak and have their roots in the basic references [22, 27] .
Remark. If Y can be represented as g(0) plus a "martingale difference" plus a term which goes to zero in mean as e --oc and/or n -+ cx, then the proof becomes nearly trivial since no averaging needs to be done. The difficulties arise when the conditional expectation (given past data) of Y, depends on the past, and this holds true in many important cases. The basic structure and motivation of the proof are analogous to those of [22, 27] , but many of the details are different. Here there is a smoother development of the unbounded noise case under weaker conditions. The proof also provides a simpler way of characterizing the limit points (see Theorem 3.2) and dealing with the other extensions. In order to simplify the notation, we use qc 0 in the proof. The details are exactly the same for the general case.
Proof. Part 1. A continuity result. Until the last part of the proof, assume (3.11a). Let f(.) be bounded, continuous, and real valued. Given 0 E Rr, let n be a deterministic sequence tending to 00. We have
Now as n --* oc P(,.10,) converges weakly to P(,.lOo) uniformly on each compact (0,) set by (3.7). Using (3.8), extract a weakly convergent subsequence of {#(.IOn), n < oc} and denote the limit by/5(. The conditions seem to be weakest if we work with a "martingale problem" formulation, and we proceed to do so. Now, with a slight abuse of notation, let e index a weakly convergent subsequence of {0(.), e > 0} with limit process denoted by (.).
Let t, T be arbitrary positive numbers; q be an integer; si, i <_ q, be nonnegative numbers no larger than t; and h(.) be a bounded, continuous, and real-valued function of its arguments. As is common in weak convergence-type arguments, we will show that (3.15)
By the arbitrariness of the h(.), q, t, T, Si, (3.15) 
is a martingale (with respect to the filtration which it generates). Since EIp(.)l 0 and {G(0,),e > 0, n < cx} is uniformly integrable, the form (3.14) implies that the martingale has zero quadratic variation; hence it is constant. Since it takes the value zero at t 0, it is identically zero w.p. 
The first equality follows from the definition of the weak limit. The second follows from definition of R(le, e, .). Continuing, we use the one-step transition function P(P)(.) to rewrite the right side of (3.24) [1] shows that the set of limit points are confined to the set of chain recurrent points, which might be smaller than the largest bounded invariant set, but the conditions are stronger. (3.9) . Then {0'(.),n < oo} is tight and the limit of any weakly convergent subsequence satisfies (3.12) on (-oo, ca) w.p.1. Also, w.p.l., for all t, O(t) M, the largest bounded invariant set of (3.12). If (3.11 ) is dropped, the the conclusions of Theorem 3.3 still hold. The obvious analogue of the results for the "atomic" increments formulation also hold.
Remarks on the proof. Again, the general structure is similar to that used in [28] but with differing details. The proof is essentially the same as those of i.e., the set of active constraints at x contains that for points very close to it.
[:]
Note. If Note that the constant step-size case e e has applications in tracking and adaptive control also. The examples concern the minimization of a stationary average cost associated with the path of a dynamical system. This section deals with a general discussion of the issues. Section 7 concerns a discrete event dynamical system example and an IPA-type estimator [13, 18] . Section 8 concerns a "piecewise deterministic"
example, also using an IPA-type estimator and involving a problem in manufacturing.
The third example involves a stochastic differential equations model. The examples are illustrative of many others using various methods of estimating derivatives.
Let us consider a canonical continuous time model in a rather informal way, since we wish only to illustrate the basic ideas in an unincumbered way. The general considerations hold also for discrete-time models, as will be seen in the next two sections.
Among the points to be clarified is the so-called resetting of the IPA "accumulator." It will be seen that it is often neither necessary nor desirable. The basic ideas are in [22, 27] , but their full potential has not been realized in the literature.
Suppose that for fixed parameter 0, x(., 0) represents the dynamical state process of the system. In order to fix ideas, let x(., 0) be defined by the SDE
For the sake of simple notation, let both x and 0 be real valued and the function b(.) be smooth enough so that the following calculations make sense. We return to this example in a more thorough way in 9. [4] use auxiliary information that represents the difference between the path x(., ) and a perturbed one. See also the discussion of mean square derivatives and finite differences in 9.
For the model used in our illustrative example, the appropriate y(.,/9) process is the mean square derivative defined by xo(t, O) y(t, 0): This is what we want since it yields the gradient descent ODE (6.9) -Co(O) in lieu of the "biased" (6.3). In the parlance of the literature (e.g., [32] ), (6.9) results when we do not reset the "accumulator." While there has been some discussion of this preferable alternative, proofs and a clear understanding were lacking. In the next three sections, the details are filled in for three classes of applications.
7. A discrete example: A GI/G/1 queue. We consider the problem treated in [7, 11, 31, 32] . The model is a single-server queue with a renewal arrival process and general service time distribution, which is parametrized by 0 > 0. For notational simplicity, we suppose that 0 is real valued, but the development and results are the same in general. For fixed 0 let X(O) denote the sojourn time of the ith customer and K(O) be a bounded real-valued function with a continuous and bounded gradient.
The cost of interest is N 1 (7.1)
and we wish to use SA to get the minimizing 0. Again, we suppose that the parameter 0 is bounded. Indeed, the parameter might have to be restrained to some particular interval [0_, 0+] in order for the assumptions below to hold, and we assume that this is done. The example is widely studied, but the conditions used here are about as simple as one can expect. The structure of the problem is similar (from the point of view of SA) to those arising in other applications to single queues (and even for some network problems). For example, consider the multiclass problem [34] , admission control [42] , flow control in a closed network [43] , routing in an open network [40] , and routing in a closed network [17] . Appendix 4 discusses the decentralized case that is of interest in network models. 8. An example from manufacturing: A piecewise deterministic problem. We now consider an interesting example from [44] . The reference considers a manufacturing system with two unreliable tandem machines and is typical of many applications to production rate scheduling problems. Let i(t) denote the indicator function that machine is working, and assume that these processes are independent renewal processes. The production rates ui(.), 1, 2, of the machines can be controlled, subject to the machines' working and to upper bounds fi on the rates. Machine 1 feeds into machine 2 via a buffer for surplus inventory, and the demand rate for the output of machine 2 is fixed at d. The dynamical state is the current inventory level x(.) (xl(.),x2(.)). The inventory of machine 2 can be negative (backlog). The reference assumes that the inventory process defined below satisfies a Harris recurrence condition, but we will not need to suppose that. (0)).
The SA updates will be at times nT, n 1,..., for some T > 0. Below, we will be concerned with the set (s(nT, 0), y(nT, 0), a(uT)). To minimize work, we suppose that for each initial condition the limit In order to prove the tightness of {s(t)}, we need the following conditions. Let pi be the stationary probability that machine i is working. We suppose that
i.e., the average maximum possible production rate for machine 2 is greater than that of machine 1, which is greater than the demand rate. Also, suppose that, where Et is the expectation given (ci(v), v _< t, i 1, 2,
where O(1) means that the term is bounded uniformly in all variables. Loosely speaking, (8.8 ) is equivalent to the expectation of the time to the next change in the a(.)
being uniformly bounded, conditioned on the current data. This is certainly not a strong condition. (3.4) ) follows once tightness of {s(nT), e > 0, n < c} is shown. This will be discussed at the end of the section. The P(.) and G(.) do not depend on n or e. The weak continuity of the transition probability is a consequence of the basic structure of the problem. In particular, of the continuous effects of the threshold variations and the monotone nature of the evolution of the residual times. Finally, (3.11b) holds by assumption (8.6 ). Thus, the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 hold, and the extensions of Theorem 3.1 can also be readily handled. Theorem 3.1 asserts that the limit ODE is g(0) for the function g(0) defined above. The reference [44] presents numerical data which implies that the cost function has a unique minimum and that their SA converges nicely.
The requirements are generally much weaker than those in the reference, and we do not need to restart the estimator periodically or let T --. c as e 0. Some other references concerned with the use of SA in related manufacturing problems are [6, 39, 16, 45] . In [16] , another interesting work on the same subject, they use an SA with gains n --0 and an IPA-type estimator where the estimation intervals go to infinity as n -cx. They do not "reset the accumulator." The conditions used here are simpler whether or not the step size is constant. The paper [19] was one of the early works which attempted to improve the operation of a production line subject to random breakdowns using IPA-type estimates, and dealt with a production line in an automobile factory. Some of the background analytical work is in [20] .
Tightness of {s(t), small e > 0, t < o}. Let Bt denote the minimal sigmaalgebra measuring {a(v), v _< t, 1, 2_} and Et the associated conditional expectation. We define a differential operator A and its domain.
The real-valued functions f(.),g(.) of (t,w) will be measurable with f(t),g(t) being Bt-measurable. Suppose that for each T < ec,
Then we say that fi.f(.) g(.). The process f(t)-f g(v)dv is a martingale [21] , [22, 
3.2.2].
The s(t) are bounded above by the upper bounds to the thresholds. Thus the tightness problem concerns the probability of large negative excursions. We will work with altered processes, which provide the appropriate bounds from below. First we work with s (t). To get a lower bound, we can suppose that 0,n O. Let ql (t) be the process (8.1) with 01 0. Then lq21(t)2/2 q(t)(l(t), which is ql(t)[lal(t)-d].
To help in averaging the term with the a (t), define 1 (t) ql (t (8.9 ) less than -k2. This implies that when ql <_ -k, Q (.) has the supermartingale property (until it hits the interval [-k., 0]). These considerations and the quadratic dependence of Qi (t) on q (t) imply the tightness of (Q1 (t), t < x}.
The tightness of (qi (t), t < oo (hence of (s i (t), small e > 0, t < cx} follows from this tightness and the quadratic dependence of Q (t) on q (t). The tightness of the (si(t)} is proved in the same way. By the above results, it is sufficient to prove tightness for s(t) s(t) instead. Again, this can be done by a bounding argument. We have si(t si(t >_ O. Thus, we need to be concerned with large positive excursions of this difference. We start by fixing the thresholds at the upper bound for s and the lower bound for s. Once these thresholds are fixed, their actual values do not affect the result, so we can set them equal to zero without loss of generality. Let qi(.) denote the new processes with the thresholds fixed at zero. One starts the argument by using a tentative Liapunov function (for the variables with the thresholds fixed at zero)" (q(t)-q2(t))2/2. One bounds the derivative from above.
Then introduces a function 2(') whose purpose is analogous to that of c (.) above.
We omit the rest of the details due to lack of space. But by an argument similar to what was done for ql (.) above, we get the tightness under the conditions (8.7), (8.8). 9 . A continuous time SDE example: The system. We continue the discussion of the SDE model of 6 but with more detail and a more general system. We start by using the mean square derivatives and then discuss finite-difference forms. The finite-difference forms can be advantageous. One can use them without knowing the exact model and for more general cost functions. They can also be used for discrete-event systems in the same way. Let 0 be real valued (for notational simplicity only) and x E Rk. Let b(.) be a Rk-valued and continuously differentiable function of (x,O) with bounded x and first derivatives, a(.) a continuously differentiable matrix-valued function of x with bounded first derivatives, and let the fixed state process satisfy the SDE 
OXp
The y(t, O) is the pathwise (mean square) derivative of x(t, O) with respect to 0. This "pathwise derivative" for the SDE was in use [12] long before its analogue for the discrete case was developed. Define z(., 0) (x(., 0), y(., )). Let c(-, .) be a bounded, real-valued, continuously differentiable function of (0,x) with bounded derivatives, and define CT(O) f[ C(, X(8, O))ds/T as in 6.
The SA procedure. Use the method of 6, where we update at intervals nT, n 1,..., with 0 being the parameter value used on JuT, nT + T). Use (3.1) with x(.) again defined as the state process with the time-varying parameter used. Define y (.) as above (6.5) (i.e., it is never reset), and define ze (.) (x(.), y(.) ). Define cz, (0, x(s))y;(s) + co(O, x'(s)) ds. The process {z(nT, 0)} has a unique invariant measure for each 0.
(9.5) {z(nT), 0, e > 0, n < cx)} is tight (9.6) {Y, e > O, n < o} is uniformly integrable.
(9.7) (z(0, 0):/9 e (9 compact, z(., 0) stationary } is tight.
Condition (9.4) implies that the limit C(O) of CT(O, x(0))) exists and does not depend on x(0). Under these conditions, Theorem 3.1 and its extensions hold. Thus (6.9) holi:ls for algorithm (3.1). An SA procedure using mean square derivatives was used to good practical effect in [5, 26] . There is an analagous result under (3.11b).
Finite-difference methods. The main difficulties in applications concern the verification of the various conditions on the y processes. This was an unresolved issue in [5] . These difficulties can be alleviated by using a finite-difference method rather than the derivative y'(.) process. We will discuss two forms of the finitedifference method. The first is the more traditional, using separate runs for the different components of the difference. The second combines these runs into one "concatenated difference" and provides a useful alternative since it can be used on line. There is an obvious analogue for discrete-event systems.
A finite-difference alternative: Simultaneous runs. Tightness and uniqueness of the appropriate invariant measure are often much easier to prove if a finitedifference method is used in lieu of the estimator (9.3), since then the troublesome y'(.) process does not appear. We retain the conditions of the last part, with the exception of those concerning the y process. We also let c(.) be simply bounded and continuous. Given a finite-difference interval 59, replace the integrand in (9.3) with Here we use two separate simulations, one for {0 + g0} and one for {0 -0}. We thus run two processes x',+(.) defined by x',+(0) x(0), and on [nT, nT + T) set x"+(.) x(.,O =l= 0) with initial condition at nT defined recursively by x(nT, O + 0) xe'+(nT). Generally, one would want to use the same Wiener process to drive the two processes. This (common random variables) form often yields essentially the same path properties as does the use of the derivative process.
Under the given conditions, Theorem 3. interest.
Finite differences with only one run. Alternatively to the traditional simultaneous run method discussed above, a single run can be used to get a good estimate of he desired quantity and will be useful when the optimization must be done "on The analysis follows the lines of Theorem 3.1, but the limit form will be slightly different from that above. It is worth commenting on the differences between the simultaneous and single run cases since they are of practical importance and of interest in related algorithms. The main additional problem is due to the fact that the transition function for the fixed 8 process depends periodically on time. Thus, as tiO 0, the #+(.10) converge weakly to #(.[0), and so do the #(.10+/-ti0). Thus the/z+(.10) become closer to the/(.10 +/-ti0), which are the measures in the right side of (9.9) . This line of reasoning suggests that the one sample procedure might be quite reasonable. The obvious form of (3.11b) can replace the assumption of uniqueness of the invariant measures.
To better understand the above "one-run" procedure, one needs to compare it to an alternative one-run procedure, say where we restart the process each T units of time at some fixed initial value, still using the 0 +/-ti0 on the alternate intervals.
(assuming that such restarts were possible in the application). This would yield a right side of the form (9.10), where the #+ are replaced by the measures concentrated on the fixed initial values. We expect that this "restarted method" would be much inferior to the original procedure, since the /+(.10) defined above would be much closer to the desired values #(.18 +/-i0), particularly for large T. The situation would be a little more complicated if 0 were vector valued, but the general idea is the same. Analogous remarks can be made on the use of finite differences for discrete-event systems. Appendix 1. Non-Markov models. Consider the algorithm (3.1). Suppose that due to the nature of the correlations, there is no convenient Markov chain {, n < oc} for each e. For example, the service or interarrival intervals in a queue might be correlated in a "non-Markovian way." The first-order perturbed test function methods of [22] are often very helpful in such circumstances, and we will outline the general idea in the context of Theorem 3.1.
For each e > 0, {Y,, n < oc} denotes the observation sequence, and the uniform integrability (3.2) is assumed. The On will be assumed to be in a compact set to make the development simpler. process, we mean that for each fixed 0 the process is regenerative and that for the physical process with the varying 0 the conditional distribution of functionals of the intervals n, n / 1,... given the past depends only on the parameter value at the start of the nth interval. We will work within the regeneration setup but wish to update at arbitrary intervals (random times). This falls easily and naturally into our framework, as will now be shown. Only a brief outline will be given.
The basic algorithm is still (3.1). The updating times within the regeneration intervals can be chosen rather arbitrarily, subject to the mild conditions below. But we always update at the end of each regeneration interval. This last condition is not necessary but does simplify the discussion. Otherwise the groupings of the terms would be more involved. Let 
5((s))"
The form of the algorithm (A4.10), the weak convergence of ( (.), T'(.)) to ((.), (.)), and Theorem 3.1 yield that (t) c((w(t)))g((w(t))).
The theorem follows by writing the expression for O(t) and using the fact that N(T(t)) t. 
